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There is a good reason why RSVP does things the way it
does. Nothing is fortuitous…!

Children playing at break time

New classrooms mostly
funded by Harlaw Academy

Every system delivers what it was designed to achieve.
RSVP Values and Policies dictate WHAT’s done and HOW it is to be done.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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1. Background
o

RSVP, Scottish charity N SCO38526, a trust governed by deed
of trust, started its work on 21 May 2007 and was registered as
charity on 2 August 2007.
Like any other organization, its policies, values and vision are
shaped by a clear ideology routed in the belief that “traditional
aid has failed ordinary donors and poor recipients”.
This ideology is borne from the experience of those who started
RSVP (recipient of aid at some point), interviews with those who
worked for Western NGOs and literature on International aid.
Translating an ideology into workable and sustainable programs
that respect values and are run according to fundamental
policies requires a focussed and well informed team.

Dr Haq, known for Human Development Index, wrote

And this small booklet aims to provide basic information on why

“the poor and the weak always get exploited. And this is

RSVP does things in a certain way, and not some other ways.

often done in the name of grand sounding principles”
.

There are many theories on the origin of rich-poor divide.
The well documented shortfall of international aid fits well
“Zero Sum Game” theory: aid doesn’t just fail to help the
intended recipients. It’s worse than that. According to Zero
Sum Game, the latter must lose out for someone else to gain.
YES gain even from aid..!
All theories have limitations, and must be used with care. With
this caveat, in the day to day life, Zero Sum Game would mean:
o For some people to have operations such as “boob” job,
buttock lift or tummy tuck, others have to be denied life saving
treatment;
o For some people to have too much to eat, others have to go
without. Etc...

Thin legs and big belly – bad news: a malnutrition
case in a rural Rwanda hospital – Kibogora.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Correcting such nasty cooking oil burns requires a plastic
surgeon who also does boob job. Who will get work
done? The girl in rural Rwanda hospital – Mibirizi?

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Zero Sum Game certainly fits Walter Rodney’s very extremist
book: for some people to be developed, they had to underdevelop others.
Whatever the pathogenesis, whether through Zero Sum Game
or not, the Bible agrees we can’t all be wealthy.
And over the years, the question has really never been whether
we should help the poor. Instead the question has always been
HOW do winners help losers?
From the unreachable ideal of “treat others as you’d want
them to treat you” to Bono’s rather very optimistic campaign to
“make poverty history”, the question is HOW not whether
winners ought to help losers.

.

o Every system delivers what it o No consensus from those in
was designed to achieve. So, no aid business and academia.
accident!

o Deliberate aid to “dictators” o The poor has now learned bad
ultimately helps the donor.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

aid compounds poverty!

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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2. Voluntary Policy
Two questions must be answered : what does this mean? And how
does it impact the way RSVP work?
The wording of the voluntary Policy is on RSVP’s old blog:
http://wwww.rwandanschoolvillageproject.blogspot.com . It makes
clear volunteers are in for what they give not what they gain.
In this context, charity is not a “job”. Instead, charity involvement
pays NO mortgage and puts NO food on the table.
Moreover, volunteering is actually not cost neutral- there is net loss
to the volunteer and, consequently, net gain to the beneficiary.
It however has provision for when a particular skill may be hired and

o Even expenses incurred while on RSVP duties are not refundable

paid for, and how to ensure there are enough volunteers to match

o Unbelievable sacrifice for Rwanda volunteers who give what

expanding workload.

they have (time & skills) and only get help for what they lack!

There is no place to argue for the “win-win”model of paid staffing: the

o RSVP does not “fundraise” for trips to Rwanda: using personal

charity was founded on belief that this does not work for the poor!

cash ensures there is a real need and tangible benefit for the trip.

Lastly, for RSVP volunteering means much more than simply giving up
How does the voluntary Policy Impact the way RSVP does
valuable spare time. Instead, as it “frees up the money” that would otherwise
business?
be paid to get the job done, we see volunteering as a donation in itself.
Before starting any new project or coming up with some new
plans, one must always bear in mind “who’s going to do that”?
That is especially important if what is being suggested is for
“someone else to do”. This applies to UK and Rwanda volunteers.
That new idea must be such important that it warrants either
adding workload to a volunteer who already has commitments, or
merits finding a dedicated new volunteer to take it on.
RSVP was specifically structured and designed in a way that
minimizes needless tasks and therefore needless “staffing”.
Each of these teachers has an RSVP role in addition to their paid job: they
By “preaching” the voluntary policy, unpopular initially due to
for example do daily head count during meals/porridge service; one
NGOs high pay culture, teachers, volunteers and parents became
teacher is responsible for collating daily head counts from teachers and
caterers; another looks after cows; another collects RSVP contribution etc. exemplary patriots who understood so well children served are
Their access to meals/porridge attracted heated debate. The concordance after all theirs, not Muzungu’s .
was to see it as motivator and efficiency tool: for example, late return from Contrary to Wikipedia definition, Muzungu, a non derogatory and
non racist term, simply means “white person” in Rwanda.
lunch breaks, problematic elsewhere, is now history in Mihabura.

3. Transparency Policy

higher classes) too do independent head counts,
retrospective analysis of this data ensures 100%
traceability. It cannot be any tighter than that.

If, every system delivers what it was designed Firstly, through “lead not into temptation
to achieve:
trusted Rwandan volunteers”, the ideal is NEVER
to transfer more than 4 weeks’ meal/porridge The cost of monthly transfers is prohibitive but
o How could you be sure payment for
the charity has decided to accept this cost!
meals/porridge, school fees and HIV trips worth to Rwanda account.

are accurate without an accountant etc?
o And how can you be sure there is no With unitary cost of meals/porridge known and The selection of caterers also loudly testifies to
number of pupils also known, working out this the transparency accolade and reputation – see
favouritism in selection of caterers or
monthly transfer should cause no problem.
rwandanschoolvillageproject.blogspot.com
sponsored children?
o How about in UK?
There is a double lock system that SHOULD
ensure safe cash flow in Rwanda.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Equally, as each class receiving meal/porridge is Fulgence must receive all head counts before
supervised by a teacher for both discipline and making a cheque to each caterer. And a photo
head count, and caterers and head boy (only
ID is required to cash a cheque in Rwanda.

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Transparency Policy - Continued
Has there ever been any loopholes? If so, how were they fixed?
The local three way checking routine- 3 independent daily head counts
(2 for P1-P3), responsible teacher’s verification and final check by

Fulgence and Japhet (i.e. The easiest spot is for example the head count

never exceeds total children enrolled in a class)- works well and without
interference if payments are based on children registered in each class.

Unfortunately, as being registered does not always mean attending,
there was needless loss between 2007 and 2010 : food paid for but
not consumed.
After examining numbers, trustees decided to

(called “catered for” on data collection sheets). pupils and teachers, and occasional excess

reduce the loss by accepting a Rwandan team

when additional porridge from catering staff

proposal: “disregard officially enrolled pupil

The second problem is timely analysis of

was used), availability of reliable data means

numbers, but instead work out an attendance

meals/porridge statistics.

any over/under payments can safely be

average for each class”.

adjusted retrospectively.
Due to unforeseen staffing issues in UK Team,

The caterer would be given a number to “cater the dully collected and processed data from

Ideally though, this data SHOULD be

for” based on absence patterns. For example,

Rwanda has not been verified by UK team in

processed on a monthly basis.

if a child has been off school a few days, and

timely way, just to close the checking cycle.

there is good information he/she may not turn

Finally, decisions such as open tender and the

up the next day, then he/she is not catered for. The backlog includes 2012, 2013 and January to fact that pupils rate the quality of service they
March 2014 data.

receive daily introduce important concepts in

And if a child turns up unexpectedly, then the

learners’ mind: democracy, accountability and

caterer uses the porridge reserved for catering The openness and multisource nature of data

ownership etc.

staff (normally not paid for by RSVP).

collection, which involves teachers, caterers

In unlikely event that pupils numbers still

and pupils as well as caterers competition (2

exceeds this buffer, then they get teachers’

involved) are additional deliberate reassurance hassle of shopping, stock management,

porridge (normally paid for by RSVP).

layers that are built in the system.

As Mihabura School has the lowest dropout

And of course tendering averted needless

cooking, and consequent unneeded admin and
staffing associated with that.

rate and best school attendance, it did not take Since both RSVP and caterer know exactly
long before working out a happy medium

payment terms (number of catered for both for It’s designed to be safe and traceable.

How about payments for sponsored children?
By far the safest system, and again all in the design!
The initial hurdle was to determine a reliable, reproducible, transparent,
democratic and fair way of selecting sponsored children. See website
www.rsvpcharity.org.uk and blog for description.
The next safety layer was to ensure each term photos, letters and school
reports are sent to sponsors not only for relationship reasons but also for
verification purposes.
This is because even without seeing a school fees payment slip, a school
report automatically reassures the child has paid and is in school.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Since direct debits or any other form automatic bank transfers is not
free in Rwanda, the most difficult challenge was how to pay fees.
Writing a cheque for every child/parent was ruled out because 0%
eligible people would have a bank account or would accept incurring
transport cost to get money in the nearest civilized town – Kamembe!
Giving cash to children/parents was also excluded because once given
RSVP would have no control in case money were used for other
“needs”. After all, future education benefit do nothing for today’s woe.
So, the most viable arrangement was to issue a cheque to Mihabura
headmaster, who then pays a well known and documented amount for
each child in the boarding school bank account.
How do you know which account to pay into

headmaster gets a bank deposit slip showing

In the future, if the bank agrees to provide a

and how much money a child is to pay?

amount paid, date and name of the child.

free service, there is scope to pay these fees
automatically. If anything, it’s to save the

Each child receives a headmaster letter, each

He keeps a copy and another copy is given to

term, advising two things: school fees and bank the child as proof of payment for his/her
account to pay into. This is called “Babyeyi”

each term!

school.

locally.

Since the burden of proof of payment lies with

The real security lies in progress reports each
Fact 10 – 5 Classrooms due in Oct 2015: JOA,
How
do you
theHATW,
headmaster
pays
term, knowledge of amount each boarding
through
ourknow
partner
kindlyreally
granted
£25,339.
the money? Do you see receipts?

headmaster from queuing to pay for 60 pupils

school charges, deposit slip system (rather than

the student, some form of payment slip will be
required, except if schools find other ways of
checking payments.

cash in hand) and annual visits to these
Absolutely no need to! “Needless bureaucracy children’ boarding schools and homes.
which adds very litter security layer”! A local

So, designed to minimize needless jobs (and
unneeded staff and needless COST) and yet be

accountant looking for a job would love things

For traceability, school fees payments do

like that...!

always appear on the Rwandan Account as

What happens though, on payment the

“Japhet Ndagijimana”, the headmaster.

traceable and accountable. The real cost is
Japhet’s long queues each term (annual visits
would be made anyway....!)

How about payments for HIV Trips and cows?
Just to recap, any payments from Rwanda are by cheque only,
requires 3 signatures and only cover pre-agreed expenses.
And the Rwandan Statements only has 5 payments (I hear
accountants call them debits):
o Mutesi Chantal and Irakoze Myriam for meals
o Japhet Ndagijimana for secondary school fees (only 3
times/year)
o Japhet Ndagijimana for HIV trips and cows (Email
authorization precedes payments)
o Occasionally 2 university sponsorships Elysee Byiringiro and
Marc Uwitonze (Email authorization precedes payments)
o Account fees: to be waved soon

o Rwanda side designed with a “point to prove” due Western stereotype
and failures of international aid. Pennies, not pounds, can change lives!

o All current volunteers including future school head teachers are Simon’
friends. And he trusts them not any less than UK trustees/volunteers.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Out of all those debits, only HIV trips and cows are vulnerable
(price of minibus hire is not standard and tendering overhypes
the price) and cow management is still porous (not to imply
there is anything suspicious – but there is no system yet).

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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How about UK accounts?

learn and sacrifice time to use the control taps o Budgeting and income forecasting
built in the UK account management.

o Claiming Gift-Aid in a timely way
o Reviewing monthly Rwanda bank statements

The charity’s main tap or control point is at UK
account level. And again this is deliberate and For example, the dream is to send a monthly
strategic choice out of several alternatives

transfer to Rwanda only AFTER “treasurers”

considered.

have seen and reviewed statistics on what the
previous transfer did!

Any loopholes in UK accounts?

There are 1 potential and 2 definite liabilities.
To date, only Simon and Drew can authorize

Back in 2007, to source in any form of hard
evidence, a brand new digital camera was

Transfers SHOULD only pay for“pre-agreed”

Rwanda transfers, that’s a real hazard.

bought. And Japhet then had to travel to

expenses any way, but seeing such data was

Kamembe to email pictures.

designed to complete the loop. Also, UK

The definite liability is a personnel issue which

“treasurers” would ensure UK and Rwanda

means there is no proven track record of

And aware of limitations and demands layers of monthly accounts are uploaded on the web.

consistent, timely and reliable delivery of some

bureaucracy would put on him and Fulgence,

UK routine account jobs. The other definite

aware also of communication costs, Simon

With this simple system, a penny from UK could liability is the lack of a system to manage Paypal

accepted to run a higher personal bill initially.

easily be tracked on the Rwanda statement.

and CAF online account accesses.

And the problem has not been finding people
Overtime, laptops and some form of internet

who would see this (our vision from the start

access and now WhatsApp reached Bugarama. any way) but the real heart breaking challenge
has been finding the personnel to “work” it.
But despite this , and availability of “scanner”, Apart from this demanding work, the more
printer and photocopier ,there is a real need to mundane tasks (time consuming) at UK level
resist the urge to create bureaucratic layers,

are:

especially if they would not add much value.

o Timely money transfer to Rwanda
o Populating monthly accounts f or the web

Exhaust available powers in UK first!

o Acknowledging new donations

Except for a well researched case, current and

o Preparing OSCR annual accounts and getting

future UK team members would do well to

them independently verified by 1 September

Though the main control point is UK (Rwanda
only paying for pre-agreed expenses that are
traceable- see Rwanda accounts), it is
acceptable to request any documents deemed
necessary –mindful always of not introducing an
otherwise needless layer of bureaucracy.
Documents available include bank statements,
cheque books counterfoil, and Boarding school
deposit slips (coming to UK with sponsored
children letters each term- at No extra work for
Rwanda Team (Japhet), which is great.

4. Quantifiable Impact
Without requiring complex statistics,
RSVP always seeks to ask:

o What’s the problem?
o Is the problem a priority for the
needy? How do we know this?
o Is solving the problem likely to
lead to an improvement?
o is this improvement measurable?

o What’s this going to mean for the
beneficiary?
Deadly obvious differences: Child malnutrition identified as a pressing need. RSVP provides
o Who else may be benefiting?
500ml fortified porridge at £0.25/day for critical periods of the year only (undefined
duration) The gvt provides 1L milk worth £1/day for 1 full year and stop suddenly thereafter
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Children matched by class level.
Statistically significant means it
couldn’t possibly be due to chance

The relationship between school

something good just for the sake of it

meals and pupils' attendance is well (no expected direct impact).
researched.

But in the example above, linking the
goat to unspecified manure, kids and

But rather than making this

hyped but very vague harvest is

assumption which may or may not

making the poor a mockery.

apply to the local area, Simon tested
this hypothesis as part of his medical
elective project funded by the
Welcome Trust grant.

Though not statistically tested, data
such as national test results and drop
out rate (see page 2 of 2014 Project
Report) show improved result at

There’s nothing wrong doing
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Mihabura too.

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Education Today for Zero Aid Tomorrow
What does this mean? And what does it imply?

Fulgence, Marc, J Damascene, Anaclet, all other sponsored children and
Simon share the same story – born in total poverty. Japhet is to some
extent an exception.

You can read Simon’s story on the website – www.rsvpcharity.org.uk .
And that story is by no means unique.

With the exception of Olivier who had poor grades, both Anaclet and J
Damascene are heading to University, and Marc for a Masters Degree

Using Marc’s example-soon to

needs, will like in Fulgence or Simon’s

graduate for Bachelor in Economics at case be a deadly easy and very cost
the National University of Rwanda-

effective way of lifting one child out

but could easily be Fulgence or

poverty.

Simon’s or any sponsored child for
that matter: What are the causes and Through education, sponsored
consequences of poverty in this

children will also be equipped to deal

household?

with the burden they have inherited!

RSVP takes the view that education,

And RSVP is designed in away that

though not addressing the immediate avoids spreading itself too thin.
And what does not spreading

elsewhere instead.

itself too thin mean/imply?

o Other subsidiary projects

o RSVP has been designed to

need to fit in the overall vision:

work with Bugarama’s 5 village “educating someone out of

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

primary schools only. No

poverty”.

ambitions to expand beyond

o In the design, at each

Bugarama.

expansion a team similar to

o Data collected and results

Mihabura’s will be set up with

achieved will be used to

its own bank account and

encourage similar schemes

signatory members.

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Kemnay Academy–Ryankana School Partnership: Great opportunity for Bugarama & Aberdeenshire pupils
W
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River Rusizi

Aerial view of part of Bugarama Village showing Kemnay Academy partner: Ryankana Primary School.

Local administration building

P1 pupils during
Kinyarwanda lesson

Systematic training
The content of this entire manual
could possibly be regurgitated –
in the correct language- by those
who were there at the start. At
present those are only Japhet,
Fulgence and Simon.
These values and policies were
“preached”time and time again
in Mihabura for staff, P6 pupils ,
caterers, parents committee
members, at open parents
meetings and church services.
And that’s exactly what is
happening in Ryankana (a long

Pupils in the playground

way to go still), and will soon
take place in Kibangira in a
systematic and methodical way.
I hope new and potential
volunteers find this useful.

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs A Hunter, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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